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UNIT-1 

PERIODIC PROPERTIES 

CLASSIFICATION OF ELEMENTS AND PERIODICITY IN PROPERTIES  

Need for classification: 

It is very difficult to study individually the chemistry of all the elements and millions of 

their compounds, hence to simplify and systematize the study of chemistry of the elements and 

their compounds, they are classified into groups (columns)  and periods (Series /Rows) 

 Early attempt to classify the elements:  

 Dobereiner's Triads, 1829, Dobereiner was the first scientist to classify the elements in 

some groups. He tried to classify the elements with similar properties in groups of three 

elements (Triads). He could succeed in making only a few triads.  

In the triads of elements the atomic weight of the middle element was the arithmetic 

mean of the atomic weights of the other two. Some of the triads are as under  

Li       Na     K    -   Ca     Sr     Ba     -    P     As     Sb     -    Cl       Br      I 

7        23      39    -   40      88     137   -  31    75     120     - 35.5    80     123 

Newland's Law of Octaves, 1864 

If the elements are arranged in order of their increasing atomic weights,  every eighth 

element had similar properties to the first one like the first and eighth note in music. For 

example 

Li            Be          B          C            N               O             F          Na 

Na          Mg         Al         Si             P               S              Cl          K 

The main problem with this classification was that   inert gases were not discovered at 

that time and also all the elements could not be classified on this basis.  

 

MENDELEEV’S PERIODIC LAW 

(i) Mendeleev’s Periodic Law - The physical and chemical properties of elements are the 

periodic function of their atomic weight 

(ii) Characteristic ofMendeleev’s PeriodicTable – 

(a) It is based on atomic weight. (b) 63 elements were known, noble gases were not 

discovered. (c) 12 Horizontal rows are called periods. (d)Vertical columns are called groups and 

there were 8groups in mendeleev’s Periodic table. (e) Each group upto VIIth is divided into A&B 

subgroups. ‘A’ sub groups element are called normal elements and ‘B’sub groups elements are 

called transition elements. (f) The VIIIth group was consists of 9 elements in three rows 

(Transition metals group). (g)The elements belonging to same group exhibit similar properties.  

 



 

(iii)  Merits of Mendeleev’s periodic table - 

(a) Study of elements - First time all known elements were classified in groups according 

to their similar properties. So study of the properties become easier of elements.  

(b) Prediction of new elements - It gave encouragement to the discovery of new elements 

as some gaps were left in it. Sc (Scandium), Ga (Gallium), Ge (Germanium), Tc 

(Technetium) were the elements for whom position and properties were defined by 

Mendeleev even before their discoveries and he left the blank spaces for the min his 

table.  

e.g.- Blank space at atomic weight 72 in silicon group was called Eka silicon (means 

properties like silicon) and element discovered later was named Germanium. Similarly 

other elements discovered after Mendeleev  periodic table were. Eka aluminium-

Gallium(Ga), Eka Boron - Scandium (Sc), Eka Silicon -Germanium(Ge),  Eka 

Manganese -Technetium(Tc). 

(c) Correction of doubtful atomic weights –Correction were done in atomic weight of 

some elements. 

 Atomic Weight =Valency × Equivalent weight. Initially, it was found that equivalent 

weight of Be is 4.5 and  it is trivalent (V=3), so the weight of Be was 13.5 and there is no 

space in Mendeleev’s table for this element. So, after correction, it was found that Be is 

actually divalent (V= 2). So, the weight of Be became 2 × 4.5 = 9 and there was a space 

between Li and B for this element in Mendeleev’s table.– Corrections were done in 

atomic weight of elements are –U, Be, In,Au, Pt. 

(iv) Demerits of Mendeleev’s periodic table - 

(a) Position of hydrogen - Hydrogen resembles both, the alkali metals (IA) and the 

halogens (VIIA) in properties so Mendeleev could not decide where to place it. (b) 

Position of isotopes - As atomic weight of isotopes differs, they should have placed in 

different position in Mendeleev’s periodic table. But there were no such places for 

isotopes in Mendeleev’s table.     

(c) Anomalous pairs of elements - There were some pair of elements which did not 

follow the increasing order of atomic weights.eg. Ar and Co were placed before K and 

Ni respectively in the periodic table, but having higher atomic weights.  

Ar                              K 

39.9                        39.1 

Te                              I 

127.5                       127 

Co                            Ni 

58.9                        58.6 
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